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Author’s response to reviews:

Karen Cordovil, M.E. (Reviewer 2): The Authors,

1) I think that in methods session need the the part of Study Design. Which type of study?
   Classification the design of the study

Dear Karen Cordovil, thanks for pointing an important point. we greatly appreciate your effort in nourishing our paper. we have mentioned the study design (page 4 section-Method)

2) Please, the questionnaire need to be disponible, but it isn't in annex session. Please, talk more about of questionnaire details

   Done accordingly( Method section ---questionnaire and clinical examination-page 5)

3) Review the central aim of the study and methods analysis. The authors speak of effect measurement but don't make this.

   E.g. the Pearson correlation is a measurement of correlation, doesn't from effect.

Thanks for the information. We have adjusted accordingly (Method-data analysis page 5-6).